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Too few in number, the "savage races" were so insignificant as to form a stumbling block to assimilation. Implied was the opinion of racial science that "savage races" had no future: with their supposed incapacity for "moral progress," they would remain forever primitive?except for Negritos, who were destined for extinction, as Territory had its internal borders, for the "interiors" and "fringes" occupied by rhe "primitives" were excluded from the nation-space. The physical inside, the hinterland, was outside the nation's moral community. The spatial frontiers occupied by "pure types" stood out in their unambiguous identity as the land of "wild men" who were beyond recuperation and national honor. In contrast, the settled lowlands The internal exclusion was related to the ilustrados' idea of the nation as a temporal project. They envisaged an educated future in which liberty and justice could be enjoyed, but only those of the third migratory wave were included in this vision.
And even they, with their "lost civilization," needed to be (re)civilized. To reconnect with "civilization" (a seemingly eternal concept with no historical moorings, as "ancient 
